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NOTES OF JUDGE G A FRASER ON SENTENCING 

 

 

[1] Mr Brown, you are for sentence on a charge of burglary, male assaults female 

and failing bail.  The lead charge is clearly the burglary charge which carries with it 

a maximum sentence of 10 years’ imprisonment. 

[2] The summary of facts perhaps sanitizes the reality of what happened for the 

complainant.  I say that because I have the benefit of a comprehensive victim impact 

statement which includes photographs of the extent of what one could only describe 

as a messy search through the house, which was a significant ransack of a number of 

areas of the property.  It also included a substantial amount of property that was 

taken by you. 



 

 

[3] The summary of facts says that between 7.30 on Saturday 8 October and 

3.40 Monday 10 October, you presented at the address.  You entered by climbing up 

onto the second storey of the dwelling.  You attempted to gain entry through the 

master bedroom window.  You jemmied open the window using what is described as 

an “unknown tool”.  You then ransacked all the rooms in the house.  You removed 

items from the property which are set out in a schedule which is attached to the 

victim impact statement.  That totals around $15,500 worth of property taken. 

[4] None of the items have been recovered.  I suspect, in terms of reparation, it is 

unlikely that the victim will see any reparation of the amount that is set out, although 

I accept that the insurance company is involved with that.  There will be a reparation 

sum for extent of the insurance excess that has been paid by the victim of the 

offending. 

[5] In the victim impact statement, which makes concerning reading, the victim 

comments about the fact of returning home, scared to find the front door open and 

belongings scattered throughout the house.  Then there is an indication of the 

psychological impact of the offending on the victim, which is profound. 

[6]  Then it was discovered that the house had been damaged as you had tried to 

enter in multiple places.  The items referred to in the victim impact statement were 

scattered throughout the property.  Again, one can understand the clear invasion of 

privacy involved in that offending.  The financial implications are set out and, as I 

say, it is more helpful than not to have photographs which actually paint a picture in 

terms of the offending and do so much more graphically than simply a written 

summary of facts. 

[7] In regards to the secondary offending, the male assaults female [identity of 

victim deleted] there was an argument between you and [the victim]You punched her in 

the right cheek with a closed left fist then grabbed her by the shoulders, violently 

shaking her.  Subsequently then you tried to pull her from a vehicle and at that 

particular point in time the police arrived at the scene. 



 

 

[8] You have a huge number of previous convictions for burglary and a count up 

indicated 34 previous convictions.  You have previous convictions for violence.  You 

have previous convictions for breaching protection orders.  You have previous 

convictions for drugs and what I describe as “other dishonesty”, and you have 

convictions for failing bail. 

[9] The probation report does not offer any great assistance to you and, despite 

the fact that you wanted to engage in the Alcohol and Drug Treatment Court, and 

with that knowledge this probation report appears to have been written and indicates, 

“Low motivation and lack of insight to engage in any form of rehabilitation to 

address both offending behaviour and substance use.”  It further states an 

acknowledgement that you have been an addict for 17 years.  Your drug of choice is 

methamphetamine.  On average you are using a gram per week.  It then says, 

“Mr Brown’s motivation to engage in intensive rehabilitation to address his 

substance use is assessed as low.”  As I say, that is against a background of you 

making an application to be dealt with by the Alcohol and Drug Treatment Court. 

[10] I guess, cynically, one might well say that your application to get into the 

Alcohol and Drug Treatment Court was brought about as a result of an understanding 

of where the sentence might sit.  I am inclined to acknowledge the views of 

experienced probation officers in terms of determining levels of motivation to 

change, although I accept that there is a public profession to the fact that you want to 

effect change.  I accept that that is set out in your letter to me, which makes 

particularly sad reading.  It does so because not only have you spent significant 

amounts of your time in prison, but the sad reality, in part, of your parenting and the 

modelling, is that your son is now on remand in prison as well.  That is a tragedy. 

[11] I hope that in the time that you will spend in prison you seriously and 

genuinely reach a determination to beat your addiction.  I hope that what you have 

expressed in your letter to me recognises a genuine view. 

[12] In the scheme of things in terms of sentencing factors that I need to take into 

account, clearly the interests of the victim are considered, as I have set out.  The 

opportunity for reparation but, in terms of your ability to pay any reparation, that is 



 

 

limited to say the least.  There is recognition of the fact that reparation can only be to 

the extent of the insurance excess.  The insurance company may choose to pursue 

matters against you at a later time. 

[13] Obviously for burglary a denunciating and deterrent sentence is what is called 

for in recognition of the seriousness of the offending.  That is also a sentence which 

protects the community.  The least restrictive outcome is imprisonment.   

[14] The aggravating features of your offending.  The fact that you unlawfully 

entered a dwelling place.  The fact that you were on bail for the male assaults female 

when you engaged in the burglary offending.  The fact that harm has been 

occasioned to the victim, along with significant damage to property.  The fact of 

significant goods having been taken from the address and no recovery of any items.  

The fact that it may be, and I cannot judge this, but some level of premeditation in 

relation to the offending, although it may be that you were so addled by drugs that 

you did not have any premeditative instinct at all but simply entered in order to 

recover something to feed your drug habit. 

[15] There are no mitigating factors relating to the offending except perhaps to say 

that it is fortunate that no one was present at the address.  You have got significant 

previous which is aggravating to you personally.  You get a credit for your guilty 

plea at the earliest time.  I acknowledge that some remorse has been expressed. 

[16] In terms of burglary offending the circumstances of the offending 

predominate in fixing the starting point.  Obviously, the aggravating and mitigating 

circumstances of the offending, excluding what I call aggravating and mitigating 

features of yourself, must be considered.  I repeat that here there was the burglary of 

a dwelling house, damage at entry points, forced entry, damage once inside, property 

strewn all over the address, costs of repairs, the value of goods taken and, as I say, 

some level of premeditation.  All of those are significant aggravating factors.  

  



 

 

[17] I have looked at other authorities and I note an authority of Walker v Police 

which has reviewed burglary offending.  I see this as very similar to that.  In 

recognising that and having considered other authorities in relation to this, I see a 

start point of two and a half years.  I uplift by a further 18 months for your previous 

offending, recognising again matters that are referred to in the authorities and taking 

care not to punish you again for the offending.  Also that 18 month uplift recognises 

other significant dishonesty offending and violence. 

[18] It is tempting to uplift again for your violent offending but, in terms of 

totality, I am driven by that fact.  For the violence there is a three month concurrent 

sentence and the failing bail there is a one month concurrent sentence.  In terms of 

totality that seems appropriate.  Recognising all of that you have got a start point of 

48 months, a four year sentence, less 12 months full Hessell credit for your guilty 

plea, that ends with a 36 month or three year prison sentence. 

[19] On the burglary charge there is a three year sentence.  On the male assaults 

female you have got a three month concurrent sentence and on the failing bail you 

have got a one month concurrent sentence.  You will pay reparation in the sum of 

$700. 

[20] Mr Brown, the choices for you from here are all sitting with you and you 

know as well as I do, if you do not get on top of your drug addiction, you will be 

back time and time again and you are going to be wasting an awful lot more of your 

life in prison.  It does not need to happen, but there must be a firm resolve on your 

part to rehabilitate.  I hope that what you have set out in your letter which refers to 

your son is impactive enough for you to take the opportunities that will be available 

to you to get on top of it.  It all sits with you.  For the moment you have got plenty of 

time to think about it. 

 

 

G A Fraser 

District Court Judge 


